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th do we remain so long on the point of style, or

gesture. or objective, etc? It in very dull and I could make

the lescove more interesting. but it would kill our final

result. We have to get the freedom as far as our work will

allow us, but to be free during the performance means to get

a certain quite definite basis on which we have to develop

our Flay work. ihat means that the time we have to spend for

building thie ground must be much longer and much more care-

ful and dull than is usually done in our theatres today.

In our modern theatrce there is no ground under the

play. only the habits of actors, and nothing is done for the

play as such. Therefore, actors on the stage of the modern

theatre are never improvising or acting freely, never creating

their performances. We know that this particular actor will

speak like that in this new play - I can hear him before the

performance begins, I can see him walking, 1 can hear his

speaking. everything the same as before except the Costume

perhaps. Chat means that such actors are far, far away from

the creative epproach to the theatre. Ihey could be creative

if they had a ground for each nlay - a separate ground. Ihat

meaxs in the psychological sense; in 0\w souls. {hat means
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cartain kind of abilities not habits - certain kind of abilities

for this special, particular‘filay we are awakened and as a

result we ars able to act this play in the Eutlmo.

it is absolutely essential to know why we are work-

ing in this way. She Wrong way is to get accustomed to the

play, to accumulate a oortain number of habit: and use them

each evening, being inwardly abgolutoly indifferent to the

play. Therefore. you muat say to yourself, we will rehoarao

the play in the usual sense from thozboginnihg to tho and much

longer than the usual thoatuo does, but we will get the ability

to act the play instead of Just tho habit to come to the play

and make this or that make-up, and speak with this or that

voice.

SEYIEI

Simple style of both plays as such — to develop

the abilities for those two plays. We will change and build

our inner composition on tho contrast between these two plays

which will support each othor in our oxorcieing.

vur Ebantgmgu @ho Possessoél

Remind yourself that you love your body as a form -

the whole body“ from top to too. lhen say, "My body, my form

is a movable one." Hake some movements, getting pleusurq

from the ability to move the form freely. completely. Add

to this that I move my body as a form, filling it with my
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presencep I am here, L fill my body as a form. filling it with

my creative spirit, my“I am? my pfesencex it moves my body

because I am there. sitting in my body filling it. 1y body

must really be filled with my creative spirit, each finger-

tip must be filled with it — not the filling in general.

Walk and move your bodies, taking different positions. being

absolutely centered on the idea that you are present in your

body. You are filling your body with this presence. and

not with this or that emotion. Each step must be a form, a

definite beautiful form.

 

- ISIChGLCGICALL¥ & fflYSICALLY:

‘ <:) In this play our perfornance must be like the fioscou

Art performance - whether the audience looks at it or not,

it will be something definite. fihon we are vague in our pay.

chology and movements we are not responsible for the performance.

If we are vague in our filling of the form. we will be vague

in our psychology, in our character, in our interpretation

of the play. We will be flaundering all the time.

Add the next point: we have filled our bodies so

much that they threaten to break. I am so much present in

my body that the form of my movement can be braken at once,

but it does not‘break. ury to distinguish between physical

tension and the spit tual or creative foeli: of the form.

 

It is quite a different thing. Work cansciausly inside your—

<:) self to get these abilities. ”ow add the words. when we
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try to $111 the form sometimes our natures respond to it with

certain emotions which we actually do not\nun. When we are

filling the form we often get the emotion of anger, which is

one of the very common mistakes in our profession. Try to

get the ability to fill the form with your presence to the

point Qhoro it can be broken, but without becoming angry.

Try to speak some tender words with the filled form. For

instance. say "My door." with the filled form.

Snanieh Evening: ‘ . 1»

how immediately change psychologicolly to tho

Commodia doll} Arte style. Eho feeling of form must be ours

for ever and over. although in diéferent kinds of form. fihe

form of this play is no less definite than in the other play.

and you must do everything quite as consciously. lhis in period

theatre which we must give at this time. homind yourself of

the feeling of form, of ease, of tho baby psychology, of tho

off-tho-ground psychology. Everything must be remembered

consciously; everything we have done muot be consciously

cherished in our souls.

By improvisations and small sketches in the style

of the two plays - in this way the actors will test themselves

as to whether they are able to create things in the style of

the plays. When you do the exercises on style it is good,

but when you do improvisations in the style it is not good.

ihie shows how important it is to concentrate on the style
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so that it really becomes the basis for creative work. There—

fore we must work patiently‘to uncerstand the power of those

styles. Let us do a sketch in a station, first in one style

and than in the other.

. In the style of an; :hantgmn we hold the audiéncc

and we\anticipate the climax. Your inner presence in yodr

body must be there. It must be there so strongly that it

can burst the fun: at any moment - this is what we call threaten-

ing the audience. preparing them for the next moment when the

form will burst like an explosion. This has nothing to do with

tension in the brain. We always make one big mistaku with this

style: by having our bodies fillefl with our presence we get

stiffness in our physical body, but this is easy to discard.

However, there is another kind of stiffness. and that is the

inability to live in Lgmgg. We think we must move slowly -

not at all. ibis kind of stiffncsu in tho more difficult than

the other, but we must overcome it. The ability to be in the

style of the play means to be able to move and speak very

quickly. lhia will be the next step.


